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Maybank and Manchester United celebrate 10 years of 

partnership with the launch of a limited edition Debit Card 
 

In celebration of their 10 years of partnership, Maybank and Manchester United Football 

Club have unveiled a new limited edition Maybank Manchester United Visa Debit Card. 

The 10 Years United Anniversary Edition Maybank Debit Card comes with a refreshed 

design, and are available in limited quantities to new and existing Maybank customers.   

 

Group CEO of Maybank’s Community Financial Services, Dato’ John Chong  said that 

this is the first time the Maybank Manchester United Debit Card has undergone a design 

refresh. “In November 2011, we launched the first Maybank Manchester United Credit 

Card which kick started our partnership with Manchester United. In the next two years, 

we introduced the Maybank Manchester United Visa Debit Card and Maybank Manchester 

United Visa Infinite Credit Card to provide Manchester United fans with a complete 

range of credit and debit cards. A decade after our initial partnership was inked, we 

are pleased to celebrate this momentous occasion with the limited edition 10 Years 

United Anniversary Edition Maybank Debit Card.” 

 

Manchester United’s Director of Partnerships, Sean Jefferson said, “We are 

extremely proud to be celebrating the ten-year anniversary of our partnership with 

Maybank. As one of our most successful and long-standing financial services partners, 

they have offered our loyal fans in Malaysia a whole host of innovative and engaging 

fan incentives, bringing them closer to the club they so passionately support.”  

 

The refreshed limited edition Maybank Manchester United Visa Debit Card comes in a 

sleek, classy white cardface. Featuring three current players in midfield and forward 

positions – Cristiano Ronaldo, Jadon Sancho and Paul Pogba - set against the club’s 

famed stadium, Old Trafford, the design symbolises the power of teamwork towards a 

unified goal, which resembles the synergetic partnership between Maybank and 

Manchester United. 

 
In conjunction with the 10th anniversary, Maybank has also launched a campaign to 

reward its loyal customers, and five Cardmembers with the highest spending between 

the start of the contest and 31 January 2022 will win an all-expenses paid trip for two 

to Old Trafford to watch Manchester United play a home match. Apart from this contest, 

Maybank Manchester United Credit Card holders can also enjoy upsized cashback of up 

to 10% as well as, special discounts with exclusive merchants. 

 



 
 

B. Ravintharan, Senior Executive Vice President and Head, Cards of Maybank said 

that with customers moving towards cashless payment since the onset of the pandemic, 

coupled by the restart of the English Premier League season, the Bank has seen a 39% 

Year-on-Year (YOY) increase in total spending for its Manchester United card series as 

at 30 September 2021. “We are confident that the limited edition debit card will appeal 

to the club’s loyal supporters in Malaysia and will further contribute to the growth of 

the Maybank Manchester United card series. With the ongoing 10th anniversary 

campaign and the reopening of the economy, we are expecting the total spending for 

Maybank Manchester United card series to grow substantially next year.”  

 

Existing Maybank Manchester United Visa Debit cardmembers can conveniently apply to 

replace their debit card via Maybank2u web, and the refreshed card will be delivered 

to their doorsteps. Alternatively, to receive the refreshed debit card on the spot, both 

existing and new customers can opt to make the application at selected branches 

nationwide. For added convenience, customers can make an appointment via Maybank 

EzyQ on the MAE app or Maybank2u web (www.maybank2u.com.my/ezyq) prior to their 

visits.  

 

Dato’ John added that Manchester United fans can also look forward to a refreshed 

Maybank Manchester United Credit Card by early 2022. The Bank will be revamping the 

design with a limited edition 10 Years United Anniversary Edition Maybank Credit Card 

which features forwards Cristiano Ronaldo, Marcus Rashford and Mason Greenwood, as 

well as introducing new exciting offerings to reward its cardmembers further.   

 

Customers who are interested to get more information on the Maybank x Manchester 

United 10th Anniversary Campaign or find out the Maybank branches which are 

accepting applications for the 10 Years United Anniversary Edition Maybank Debit Card 

may visit https://maybank.my/mu10.  
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